
USER'S INSTRUCTION
THANKS FOR PURCHASING OUR TRAMPOLINE TIE DOWN KIT.

This set is designed to be used.on any round or rectangle trampoline.it has two basic purposes that will ensurethe owner to move the trampoline without the u".ti"uileg pieces separaring r.o- tr,J i.l-", and wiy help toroot your trampoline into ground with its auger stakes.laiffering soil conditions and weather conditionscould influence the function of any installation using this kit)

Contentss
Tie down straps--- 3 or 4 or 5 pcs
Auger stakes---3 or 4 or 5 pcs

lfyou find some parts missing please contact your distributor.

Attention before installation:
Make sure there are no undu-"g"ll1d utitities(electrical,gas,phone,water and sprinkler) before installingthe auger stakes,and this kit should be installed ty an aAitt.
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Leg Tie Down - Circular Trampolines

At each leg of the trampoline run the large loop strap around the top frame
through the buckles and "cinch" the piece together by tightening the strap.(see

and foot of leg,Put the strap end
following drawing)

Trampoline tie down

Select a suitable position near each foot and rotate the auger stakes into the ground.to fix the auger stakes with
the ground,it may be necessary to use a straight tool such as a screw driver that placed through the stake "eye"
and forming a "T"handle to assist in rotating the stakes.after installing the auger stakes,put the end of small
loop of straps through the stakes's "eye" and buckle and clinch the piece together as mentioned method above.

Rectangle and other trampolines

This kit also can be used as a four point trampoline tie down system on most other trampoline.that you can tie
down the frame to the ground directly.if so please put the large loop straps go through the top frame close to the
leg position(maybe near a welding socket).the length ofthe straps can be adjusted using the buckle in the large
loop.and small loop and auger stakes are installed as methods mentioned above. Make sure all straps and auger
stakes are tight and secure.
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